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Let O(p, 4) be the isometry group of the standard quadratic form (,) of 
signature (p, 4) on RP+*. The action of O(p, 4) on Rs+q induces a unitary repre- 
sentation p of O(p, 4) on L*(RP+*). In [8], Strichartz gave a decomposition of this 
unitary representation, or more precisely of the representation of O(p, 4) acting 
on L2(S,) where 
S, = {x E Rp+* - (0); (x, x) = r} 
is an orbit of O(p, n). In [5], Rallis and Schiffman also study this representation, 
from the point of view of the oscillator, or “Weil” representation. Here we will 
use the results of Repka [6] on tensor products of representations of SLs(R) to 
obtain rapidly some results of these authors and additional related results. 
According to [7] ( see also [4] and [2] here and below when we refer to [7]), 
there is also defined on L2(Rp+g) a unitary representation w~,~ of G, the 2-fold 
covering of SL,(R). The specific form of the operators by which w~,~ is defined 
is not of importance to us. A basic property [7] of w~,~ is that w,,,(G) commutes 
with p(O(p, Q)). We will prove 
THEOREM. The groups of operators p(O(p, q)) and w,,,(G) generate each 
others commutants in the sense of von Neumann algebras. Thus there is a direct 
integral decomposition 
L*(R”+Q) N j us @ TV ds (0) 
where ds is a Bore1 measure on e, the unitary dual of G, and oS and 7S are irreducible 
representations of O(p, q) and G, respectively. Moreover us and TV determine ach 
other almost everywhere with respect o s. 
During the proof a more detailed picture of the structure of p and w,,, will 
emerge. We will record some of these details at the end as corollaries. 
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J’rooJ Write Rp+q = Rp @ Rq, as an orthogonal direct sum, when Rp is 
equipped with the standard positive definite form and R* with the negative of the 
standard positive definite form. We have the decomposition 
L2(Rp+*) N L2(Rp) @ L2(Rq) 
A basic fact [7] is that corresponding to this decomposition, we have a decomposi- 
tion for We,*. 
w9.a = w9.0 0 W0.P 
The structure of UJ~,~ and wo,q is known [7] and easy to describe, amounting 
essentially to the classical theory of spherical harmonics. As O(p, 0) x G 
module, we have the decomposition 
L2(Rp) = 6 $93~ @ Dn+9t2 (1) 
n-O 
where .?f& is the representation of O(p, 0) defined by the spherical harmonics 
of degree n, and D, is the holomorphic representation of G with lowest weight R. 
(If p = 1, then ti9,n = (01 for tt > 1.) The number k may be an integer or 
half integer. Similarly, we have the O(0, 4) x G module decomposition 
L2(Rq) = 6 %.m 0 &,/2 
WI=0 
(2) 
where Dk is the representation contragredient to D, . 
Combining these decompositions we have the decomposition 
L"(Rpfq) = 6 (3ffi,.n O%.m) 0 Pn+9/2 O&n+a,z) = 6 Ym.n (3) 
?tL?Z=O WZ.VZ=O 
as (O(p, 0) x O(0, Q)) x G module. The tensor product D, @D, has been 
described by Repka [6]. It is equivalent to a representation induced from a 
linear character on the maximal compact subgroup. It may be described more 
explicitly. Suppose K > 1. (If k < I, then (D, @ D, = (Dk @ D&.) Then 
D,@D,isasumof 
(i) a direct integral of principal series with appropriate character on the 
center of G. The integral has multiplicity one and is taken with respect to 
Plancherel measure. 
(ii) One copy of each discrete series of the form Dk;--L-2i for 0 < 2j < 
K - I- 1,j integral. (We note that D, is discrete series when K > 1.) Actually, 
Repka discusses only SL,(R), not G. However, his results extend. Or the fasti- 
dious reader may wish to restrict consideration to p, q even, when w~,~ will in 
fact factor through SL,(R). 
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A major qualitative fact about D, @ & is that it is multiplicity free. In fact, 
something stronger is true. Let d, be the Casimir operator for G. Then com- 
paring the known structure of D, @ & with the well known eigenvalues of d, 
(at least for S&(R)), we see that d, separates the representations occurring in 
Dk@iJ. 
The group 0( p, 0) x O(0, 4) = K is a maximal compact subgroup of O(p, 4). 
The spaces Y,,, in (3) are the isotypic subspaces for the restriction of p to K. 
Thus the above discussion shows that L2(R P+g is of multiplicity one as K x G ) 
module. Thus, to finish the proof, we only need to show that we may decompose 
the action of G on Y,,,, by means of operators coming from O(p, Q). Let d, be 
the Casimir of O(p, q). Then d,, acts on Yt,, and commutes with K x G. 
From [3] we know that 8, and d, are essentially the same operator. In fact, a 
direct computation based on the formulas in [7] yields 
Au = A, + (P + d(P + 4 - 4) 
16 (4) 
Remark. This relation between A, and A,, also plays an important role in 
[5, Section 51. 
Since A,, separates the G representations in Y,,,, , it together with K 
generates the cornmutant of wD,* 1 Y’,,,. In particular, the action of K x G 
on yt., is multiplicity free. Hence the action of K x G, and a fortiori 
the action of O(p, 4) x G, onL2(Rp+c) is multiplicity free. Thus so far we know 
that there is a direct integral as in (0), such that almost all the u8 are multiplicity 
free, and (TV is disjoint from a,’ f or a most 1 all s, s’. To finish, we must show erg is 
irreducible for almost all s. 
To begin, observe the following facts which may be read off from Repka’s 
result quoted above. 
(a) D, @ & is disjoint from D,, @ & if k + k’ + I + I’ is odd, because 
then the representations have different behavior on the center of G. 
(b) D, @ DL injects into D,,, @ &-r if and only if k > I - 1, and if 
k > 1 - 1, the orthogonal complement of the image is irreducible and isomor- 
phic to Dkmtf2 .
(4 &+I 0 Dt+x = D, 0 Q - 
Consider the space Y,,,, defined in (3). It consists of L2 functions 
9J = W) h2b9f(r12, y22) (5) 
where x = (x1 . . . x,) is the RP-variable, y = (rr ,..., yO) is the Rg variable, h, 
and h, are harmonic polynomials, homogeneous of weights m and n respectively, 
5w343-3 
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and rr2 = Cj”=r xi2 and rs2 = C:=ryj2. From the homogeneity of the h’s, we see 
the condition that v be inL2(R*) is 
m co 
II 
s ~+v’2-?S~+a’2-1 1 f (S, , S2)12 dS, dS2 < 00. 
0 0 
We will suppose for this argument that p > q 3 1, and p > 1. Let h, = 
(x1 + ix2)” and h, = (rr + ir2)n if q > 1, or h, = 1 or yr if q = 1. Let I’,, 
be the space of L2-functions of the form (5) with h, and h, as just specified. Then 
as G-module, V,, is Dm+v,2 @ &,,, . We will produce operators coming from 
O(p, q) which map I’,, to V;n+ln--l , to Vm+ln+l, and to V,-,,+, . These 
operators will be injective whenever possible, according to the criteria given 
above. Given such a family of operators, it is not hard to see that by composing 
them and their adjoints we can construct a G-intertwining map coming from 
O(p, q) from V,, to Vmpn, which is maximal, in the sense that its kernel and 
cokernel are disjoint. (In fact, when n + 11’ + m + m’ is even, the only case of 
interest, the sum of the kernel and cokernel will be a multiplicity free finite sum of 
discrete series.) It follows directly that almost all (TV are irreducible, so we will 
be done. 
We first consider mapping V,, to Vm+l,,L--l , and take q > 2. Consider the 
operator 
T = (xl+ ix21 (& - $-) + (Y1- iy2) (& + i&) 
which is in the complexification of the Lie algebra of O(p, q). A straightforward 
computation shows 
T(@, + ~x,P(Y, + M"f h2, ~2~)) 
= 2(% + ix,P+l(y, + i3)2)n-l (nf + 2n :; _ 2 r22 (6 + $) 
+ 2;+; ” 2 (Xl + ixAm+Yyl + +2y 
x Y12 +Y22 - ( s (Y22 + *** + YaY)($ + &). (6) 
Both terms of the right hand side of (6) are of the form (5) with hi of different 
degrees of homogeneity. Using K, we may project onto the first term, and thus 
get a map from V,,,, to Vm+ln--l defined by 
(Xl + iX2P(Y, + ir2Pf h29 r2”) 
--+ 2(x, + iX2Pf1(Yl + irz)n-l (nf + zn +“4 _ 2 r22 (3 + &)). 
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The kernel of this map will be given by those f which satisfy 
f+ 2n+2*-p4&+$ =O* ) 
Solutions of (7) have the form S;(n+Q’2-1)g(S2 - S,). The L2 norm of the corre- 
sponding CJI is 
02 co 
ss Sl m+~l2-1S-ha/2-1) 2 I g2(& - S2)lG 6 0 0 
cc m 
IS 
(S, + v)~+~‘~-%S;(‘-‘~-~) 1 g2(v)l dv dS2 . 
0 -% 
For fixed v, as S,+ co, the integrand behaves like SF+9/2-(nH’2’. Therefore 
there are no L2 solutions of (7) exactly when m + p/2 - (n + q/2) > -1, or 
m + p/2 > n + q/2 - 1, and thus is precisely the criterion necessary for 
injectivity given by Repka’s results. 
The case of V,, and V,,,,,, is even easier. Take the operator 
(Xl + ix,) (& + i&) + (r1+ 92) (& + g-). 
This will give a map from Y,,, to Y,+l,+l whose kernel consists of functions of 
the form (x1 + i~,)~(y, + iy2)“f (rr2 - r,2), and these can never be square 
integrable. The other cases go in similar fashion. This completes the proof of the 
main theorem. 
We now note some facts which can be read off from the above discussion. 
COROLLARY 1. If K is a maximal compact subgroup of O(p, q), then the 
action of K x G on L2(Rp+q) decomposes simply (has multiplicity one). 
COROLLARY 2. If p, q > 1, then all holomorphic discrete series modules D, 
such that k - (l/2)( p - q) is integral occur in CIJ~,~. So do all such &. If p = q = I, 
then no discrete summa& OCCUY. If p > q = 1, then only holomo~phic discrete 
series D, such that k - 1/2(p - 3) is a non-negative integer OCCUY. If 1 = p < q, 
then only iiil, OCCUYS, with k - 1/2(q - 3) an integer. 
The subgroup 
of SL,(R) can be lifted to a unique subgroup, still denoted N, of G. According to 
[7] we have the formula 
wp,q ((i t))f(x) = e2nin(s-s)f(x), n E R, x E Rp+@ 
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Thus the hyperboloids S, afford the spectral decomposition of w,,,(N). It is 
known (theory of Whittaker vectors) that any unitary representation of G has 
simple spectrum on N. The N-spectrum for the principal series is a Lebesgue 
spectrum on (-co, co). The N-spectrum of a holomorphic representation is a 
Lebesgue spectrum on (0, co); and on (-co, 0) for an antiholomorphic represen- 
tation, From these facts we may recover the results of [8] on the action of 
O(p, q) onL2(S,) for r + 0. In particular, this action is multiplicity free. Equiv- 
alently, the action of O(p, 4) x N on L2(Rp+g) is multiplicity free. Also, holo- 
morphic representations of G will live only on (R”+*)+ = (X E RP+*: (x, X) > O> 
and antiholomorphic representations of G will live only on (RP+*)-. Thus the 
corresponding representations of O(p, 4) will occur in only one of L2(S,) and 
L2(S-1). 
One can evidently also read off the K-types occurring in the 0 module corre- 
sponding to a given G-module. 
Addendum 
In addition to the above, there is another paper of Strichartz [9] in which he 
decomposes L2(R”+Q) according to the action of O,,, and then studies the action 
of Fourier transform on functions of the form#where+ is a “spherical harmonic” 
andf is O(p, q)-invariant. (See also [5, Section 51.) He finds that 
hwA = W(f > (6) 
where His a suitable operator. The point is that the same operators H recur in a 
regular way for arbitrarily large p and Q. This generalizes results of Bochner [I] 
who considered the definite case O(p, 0) and found that H was a Hankel transform 
of degree p/2 + n, if 11 is the degree of 4. Since the “spherical harmonics” for 
O,,, are defined in terms of the (dual) group G, the Laplacian being an element of 
the enveloping algebra of G, and since both Fourier transform and the group of 
dilations (scalar matrices) on R P+Q are elements of G, we see that the recurrence 
property of the transforms His explained by our theorem, and is a reflection of 
the fact that the representation in L2(Rp+a) of the ever-larger groups O,,, are 
matched against the same old representations of G. Wherever a given representa- 
tion of G occurs, the same H will appear in (6). 
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